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R265The most senior cleric in the 
Anglican church has provided 
an unexpected boost to Britain’s 
growing concern about the 
influence of anti-evolutionary 
beliefs by saying that he does not 
believe that creationism should 
be taught in schools. Giving his 
first, wide-ranging, interview to 
The Guardian newspaper, the 
archbishop, Rowan Williams, 
was emphatic in his criticism 
of creationism being taught in 
the classroom, as is already 
happening in two city academies 
founded by the evangelical 
businessman Peter Vardy and 
several other British schools, and 
much wider exposure looming.
“I think creationism is… a kind 
of category mistake, as if the Bible 
were a theory like other theories… 
if creationism is presented as a 
stark alternative theory alongside 
other theories I think there’s just 
been a jarring of categories… My 
worry is creationism can end up 
reducing the doctrine of creation 
rather than enhancing it,” he said.
The debate over creationism or 
its more recent offshoot, so-called 
‘intelligent design’, which argues 
that creation is so complex that 
an intelligent — religious — force 
must have directed it, is provoking 
divisions in Britain and raising 
fears that the situation there may 
become like that in the US where 
the debate is both vehement 
and politicised in many different 
states. There, under pressure from 
the religious right, some states 
are considering giving intelligent 
design equal prominence to 
Darwinism. Most scientists believe 
that intelligent design is little 
more than an attempt to smuggle 
fundamentalist Christianity into 
science teaching.
States from Ohio to California 
are considering placing intelligent 
design on the curriculum, 
with President George Bush 
telling reporters last August 
that “both sides ought to be 
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science.
His remarks are particularly 
timely as creationism is now 
set to be included in school 
curricula in Britain. The subject 
is now included as part of a new 
syllabus for biology produced 
by one of the three main exam 
boards in England. Critics say the 
matter should only be discussed 
in religious education classes 
because there is a danger of 
elevating religious theories to the 
status of scientific ones.
James Williams, science course 
leader at Sussex University’s 
school of education, told the Times Education Supplement: 
“This opens a legitimate gate 
for the inclusion of creationism 
or intelligent design in science 
classes as if they were legitimate 
theories on a par with evolution 
fact and theory.
“I’m happy for religious theories 
to be considered in religious 
education, but not in science 
where consideration could lead 
to a false verification of their 
status as being equal to scientific 
theories,” he said.
There was surprise amongst 
some people at the archbishop’s 
forthright comments, as his normal 
approach to views on key issues 
has caused him trouble with all 
wings of the Anglican Church, 
and frequently exasperated those Category shift: Creation shouldn’t be taught as just another theory. Rowan Williams, 
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Lake Naivasha (a mis-transcription 
of the Maasai word Nai’posha, for 
‘rough water’) is one of several 
freshwater lakes lining the Kenyan 
Rift Valley, the southernmost 
part of the Great Rift Valley, the 
growing fracture zone between 
the African plate and its eastern 
neighbours. Normally the lake is 
around 13 km wide, but only a 
few meters deep. The wildlife on 
its shores attracts birdwatchers 
from around the globe, but on 
Global water resources are an 
increasing worry and Michael 
Gross reports on the problems 
facing a key Kenyan lake.
Ebb tidings this year’s World Water Day on 22 
March Naivasha was pronounced 
to be in crisis. 
David Harper, a biologist  
from the University of Leicester, 
leads a long-running Earthwatch-
sponsored project studying 
the ecology of the lakes of the 
Rift Valley, in which more than 
800 Earthwatch volunteers 
have participated over the past 
17 years. Initially focused on 
Naivasha, the project has in  
recent years been expanded  
to the nearby lakes Baringo  
and Bogoria (see www.
earthwatch.org/europe/exped/
harper.html). 
Speaking at the fourth World 
Water Forum in Mexico City in 
March, Harper warned that the who look for firm guidance on 
moral matters, and “at least some 
fire and brimstone to enliven our 
dreary public debates,” according 
to an opinion piece in one 
conservative British newspaper. 
But the paper welcomed his 
comments. “The Archbishop 
argues against the teaching of 
‘creationism’ in schools. Yet he 
does so in a way that does not 
diminish the biblical story... As he 
puts it, the doctrine of creation 
should not be reduced to a ‘stark 
theory alongside other theories’.”
And one member of the 
government used the archbishop’s 
remarks to back a stronger 
position for evolution. The British 
home secretary, Charles Clarke, 
told a London meeting that he was 
“totally opposed” to the concept 
of creationism.
Clarke, who said that he did 
not believe in God, insisted that 
science was the basis for progress 
and praised Charles Darwin, one 
of just four Britons presently 
portrayed on the country’s 
banknotes, as one of the greatest 
scientists in history.
“It is certain in my view, that 
creationism is anti-scientific and, 
as I believe that science should 
be the route of where we go, I 
therefore do not approve of it,” he 
said at the conference last month.
New-found hostility to 
Darwinism is also growing among 
some students. An article in The 
Guardian in February highlighted 
the case of Muslim medical 
students handing out leaflets 
that dismissed Darwin’s theories 
as false, and highlighted the 
growing number of evangelical 
Christians also increasingly 
vocal in challenging the notion 
of evolution. Sir Robert May, 
the former president of the 
Royal Society, warned in his 
speech ending his presidency 
last year, that fundamentalist 
thinking was skewing debates. 
“Such is the influence of groups 
that ignore or misinterpret 
scientific evidence, that the core 
values that underpinned the 
Enlightenment and led to ‘free, 
open, unprejudiced, uninhibited 
questioning and inquiry, individual 
liberty and separation of church 
and state’, are being eroded,” he 
said.“All ideas should be open to 
questioning, and the merit of 
ideas should be assessed on 
the strength of the evidence 
that supports them and not the 
credentials or affiliations of the 
individuals proposing them. It is 
not a recipe for a comfortable life, 
but it is demonstrably a powerful 
engine for understanding how 
the world actually works and for 
applying this understanding.”
The Royal Society held 
this month a public lecture 
by Steve Jones of University 
College London, titled simply 
‘Why creationism is wrong and 
evolution is right’.
The society said: “Many 
biologists are worried by a 
recent and unexpected return 
of an argument based on belief 
by the certainty, untestable 
and unsupported by evidence, 
that life did not evolve but 
appeared by supernatural means. 
Worldwide, more people believe 
in creationism than evolution. Why 
do no biologists agree?”
Steve Jones addressed what 
evolution is, new evidence 
that men and chimps are close 
relatives and how we are, 
nevertheless, unique and why 
creationism does more harm to 
religion than it does to science.
The growing concerns amongst 
British scientists about the 
creep of creationist ideas is also echoed forcefully by Paul 
Nurse, the British president 
of Rockefeller University in 
New York. In a Commentary 
article in Cell earlier this year, 
he expressed his concern for 
the status of creationism and 
intelligent design in the US and 
the failure, in his view, of scientists 
there to oppose these views. 
“The attack on Darwinism by 
supporters of intelligent design 
is a straightforward attack on 
science itself. Intelligent design is 
not science because it proposes 
a supernatural designer as an 
explanation for evolutionary 
change. It is quite extraordinary 
that the Scopes trial of the 1920s 
is once again being revisited in 
parts of the US where attempts 
are being made to replace 
scientific teaching in schools with 
explanations based on religious 
beliefs,” he wrote.
He also raised concerns about 
the failure of key US institutions 
to back evolution. “It is crucial 
that great US scientific institutions 
like the NIH are unequivocal 
in their defense of science, 
especially over an issue that is 
as fundamental to biomedicine 
as Darwinism. This is a very 
important matter because the 
failure of the leadership to robustly 
support science will eventually be 
damaging for the whole scientific 
enterprise in the US.”
